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The hardware dimensions can be found in the following catalog pages. The following simple formula can then be
used to determine the correct dimensions.

Cam Dimension = Mounting Dimension + Keeper Thickness

For example, a window with a mounting dimension of 5/16" could use a handle with a cam dimension of 1/2" plus
a keeper with 3/16" thickness. 1/2" = 5/16" + 3/16"

In the case of a flush mount condition, where the frame and sash profiles are inline, the same equation can be
utilized.

Casement Hardware
Selection Guide

Choosing the correct casement hardware is dependent upon a few important dimensions. The critical dimension
is the window's mounting dimension, as shown below. This dimension is profile specific and is the total distance
from the external operable sash to the first available area for mounting the keeper. The handle's geometry dictates
the cam dimension and the appropriate keeper to use. The other important dimension is the height of the keeper.
This height dimension is completely profile dependent. Care must be taken to ensure that the keeper and handle
will mate appropriately to ensure proper engagement.

It is very important to align the handle and keeper properly. Labeled as
the mounting offset in the drawing, the centerline of the keeper must
be between 1/16" to 1/8" below the centerline of the handle's pivot
point. Improper alignment of the keeper could result in the vent
opening under a negative load.



255 001

The Bronze Craft roto operator works effectively
for sashes up to 90 lbs in weight. Opposite hand
available, 255 002. Also available with
countersunk holes in RH, 255 012, and LH, 255
011, versions.

123 001

This roto operator crank handle fits the 255 series roto operators. The
thumb piece shown is aluminum, but is also available in white bronze,
123 015. A set screw is provided to secure the handle to the operator.
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123 002

This roto operator crank handle fits the 255 series roto
operators and extends an additional 2 inches. The thumb
piece shown is aluminum, but is also available in white
bronze. A set screw is provided to secure the handle to the
operator.



256 001

This durable track attaches the roto operator
arm to the sash for smooth operation.

186 007

These butt hinges offer concealed fastener holes for
security and will provide ease of use.
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186 009



188 001

This hinge, when used on a casement window, allows
for an approximate 3 inch opening at the hinge jamb to
allow for cleaning of the outside of the sash from the
inside of the room. Opposite hand, 188 002.

144 series
This casement handle is for single
point fastening and is available in
several versions to ensure proper
keeper engagement for profile.

“A” Dim
Mounting Holes “B” Dim “C” Dim

Cam
Mounting
Holes Part Number

2 11/32”
59.5 mm

51/64”
20.2 mm

3/8”
9.5 mm

Straight 144 001

2 5/16”
58.7 mm

3/4”
19.1 mm

1/2”
12.7 mm

Straight 144 003

2 5/16”
58.7 mm

3/4”
19.1 mm

1/2”
12.7 mm

C’sunk 144 056
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144 032

This handle provides concealed mounting screws and
allows fastening without screw nuts to provide cost
savings and improve the appearance of the window.



146 series

This handle design allows for a
second fastening point on tall
windows. When connected to the
134 series top latch with a 133
series connecting bar, this handle
will operate both locking points in
unison. Designed to work with the
960-015 shoulder screw.

134 series
This is the top passive latch for use with the
146 series handles for duplex operation.
Designed to work with the 960-015
shoulder screw.
Note: The 134 001 latch is counter sunk for
F.H. screws.
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“A” Dim
Mounting Holes

“C” Dim
Cam

Mounting
Holes Part Number

2 11/32”
59.5 mm

3/8 ”
9.5 mm

Straight 146 003

2 11/32”
59.5 mm

7/16”
11.1 mm

C’sunk 146 001

2 5/16”
58.7 mm

1/2”
12.7 mm

Straight 146 002

“A” Dim
Mounting Holes “B” Dim “C” Dim

Cam Part Number

2 11/32”
59.5 mm

3/4”
19.1 mm

3/8 ”
9.5 mm

134 002

2 11/32”
59.5 mm

27/32”
21.4 mm

3/8 ”
9.5 mm

134 003

2 11/32”
59.5 mm

3/4”
19.1 mm

7/16”
11.1 mm

134 001

2 5/16”
58.7 mm

3/4”
19.1 mm

1/2”
12.7 mm

134 037



144 011

This casement handle is similar to the other
144 series handles, but offers a straight grip.
Also available in duplex operated version.

146 008
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Designed to work with the 960-015 shoulder screw.



202 001
This keeper is suitable for left or right
handed casement handles and is for
use with our 144, 146, and 134 series
handles and latches.

202 002

This keeper is upset, non-handed,
and adjustable to allow for the
best handle cam pickup.
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202 011
This low profile keeper fits
into smaller window cavities
and still provides optimal
locking conditions. As
viewed from the inside, the
202 011 is for use on left
jambs & the 202 010 is for
use on right jambs.



144 039
This cam handle is designed for use with the
Bronze Craft euro groove lock blocks. The
handle cam slot engages the lock block drive
pin to provide smooth travel to the fastening
points.
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202 039

This keeper is specifically designed for the
range of Bronze Craft lock block components.
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106 002

Bronze Craft lock block components are designed for use with a multipoint fastening system. The design
allows for use in a standard euro groove, utilizing stainless steel drive pins and bearings. The material is a
high strength, wear resistant copper base alloy and tin plated for corrosion resistance.

106 004

106 016

106 003



131 096

This duplex set consists of a 146 001 handle, 134 001 latch, and two 960 015
attaching screws. The 133 series connecting bar is available separately. For the
dimensional information, see the specific product pages.

131 series

This dual locking point assembly is used on tall windows where two locking
points are required. Typically connected with an aluminum bar. Left hand
assembly shown.

“A” Dim
Bar Length Opposite Shown

23 1/2”
59.7 cm

131 011 131 014

28 1/2”
72.4 cm

131 012 131 015

35 1/2”
90.2 cm

131 013 131 016
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133 series

“A” Dim
Bar Length Bar Only Bar, #10:24x5/8”

FHMS & Hex Nuts

23”
58.4 cm

133 013 133 001

28”
71.1 cm

133 014 133 002

35”
88.9 cm

133 015 133 003

42”
106.7 cm

133 016 133 010

47”
119.4 cm

133 025 133 026

54”
137.2 cm

133 018 133 012

This simple aluminum bar is used for connecting
duplex handles and latches. It comes in several
standard sizes, but custom sizes are available if
required.

133 series
This bar is similar in function, but is made
from stainless steel tubing. Standard sizes
are listed, but custom sizes are available if
required.
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“A” Dim
Bar Length Bar Only Bar, #10:24x3/8”

FHMS & Hex Nuts

23”
58.4 cm

133 022 133 007

28”
71.1 cm

133 023 133 008

35”
88.9 cm

133 024 133 009



960 001

These shoulder screws are for use with the Bronze Craft 146 handles and 134 latches. The shoulder allows
the hardware to be attached securely to the 133 series connecting bar, while still freely rotating to allow
smooth operation of the hardware.
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960 003

960 015



128 series

Part Number “A” Dim
Upper Bar Length

“B” Dim
Lower Bar Length

128 155 34 5/8”
87.9 cm

34 5/8”
87.9 cm

128 156 42 1/4”
107.3 cm

40 3/8”
102.6 cm

128 157 42 3/4”
108.6 cm

40 3/8”
102.6 cm

128 158 41”
104.1 cm

40 3/8”
102.6 cm

128 159 44 3/8”
112.7 cm

40 3/8”
102.6 cm

The classic Bronze Craft cremone bolt
set for windows consists of the housing
and bar assembly completed with 4
guides. This is typically used on the
active side of French casement style
windows.
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